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A Discussion – Not a Cookbook

1. Why do succession planning?

2. What are the biggest challenges?

3. What are the key elements in 
effective succession planning?

4. How to create your own plan.
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Complaints older managers have about 

younger workers.

 They work harder at avoiding work than at 
doing the job.

 They always ask why about every job assigned.

 They don’t want to pay their dues.

 They are into things – materialistic.

 They don’t finish the job – no extra effort.

 They miss work and don’t call to say why.

 They are only committed to themselves, not 
the job, or the organization.

 The don’t respect authority.

 They want everything now.
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Older managers drive younger 

workers crazy because:

 They don’t give regular feedback for performance.

 They lack sincerity when they recognize achievement.

 They do not connect pay to performance.

 They ignore bad behavior from team members.

 They demand employees to do jobs they are not qualified 
for without providing adequate training.

 They micro-manage in a negative way.

 They have an authoritarian approach: “Do it my way or 
hit the highway!”

 They don’t listen to opinions and ideas of  their 
employees.
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What younger workers want

from older bosses:

 Appreciate us

 Be flexible

 Create a team

 Develop us

 Lighten up

 Walk your talk
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Why Do Succession Planning?

 Increased commitment to strong 
employees

 Increased commitment by employees

 Stabilizes/improves organizational 
talent pool

 Reduces costs of high talent turnover

 Tends to improve positive team 
environment
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What are the biggest challenges?

 Time or lack of time

 Generational commitment

 To learning

 To assuming greater responsibility

 Views regarding work

 Organizational commitment

 Senior leadership

 Middle/line management
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Biggest Challenges, continued

 Lack of resources

 Tight top talent labor market

 Public sector factors

 EEOC

 Union contracts

 Changes in leadership/direction
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Key Elements in an Effective 

Succession Plan: The Cadillac Version

Phase 1

 Key leadership buy-in to the 
process

 Trends

 ID key positions

 Employee buy-in
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Key Elements in an Effective 

Succession Plan 

Phase 2

 Develop the options/plan
 HR/SLT/Management Team/Employee 

Collaboration
 Champion and task group

 Questions to address:
 Current/future needs

 Extent of program
 Total organization?

 All/some levels?
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Key Elements in an Effective 

Succession Plan 

Phase 2, continued

 Approaches to consider

 Career development program

 Incentives/assessment

 Training approaches 
(integrated/systematic)

 Mentoring (formal/informal)

 Career counseling

 Create the plan and or options
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Key Elements in an Effective 

Succession Plan 

Phase 3

 Present options/plan - Decide

 Involve the organization in the 
discussion

 Start-end with senior leadership

 Adjust the plan as desired/required

 Final Decision
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Key Elements in an Effective 

Succession Plan 

Phase 4

 Implement

 Monitor

 Evaluate

 Adjust

 Create an ongoing process that 
involves decision makers



The Ford Plan

1. Identify current – future position 
vacancies

2. Identify position elements going 
forward
 Position analysis

 Create new position

3. Identify internal or external 
promotion/hire

1. Cards on the table exercise
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The Ford Plan

Internal

 Identify 
replacement(s)

 Job shadow

 Supervise 
transition

External

 Create position

 Post position, 
etc.

 New employee 
overlap position 
for 6 to 8 weeks

 Complete 
transition
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Other Workshops Offered by Dr. Bender:

 TRENDS: Societal Trends Impacting Public Service

 PROBLEM EMPLOYEES: Successful and innovative approaches for holding problem 
employees accountable.

 CLARIFYING EXPECTATIONS: Creating realistic expectations for elected boards and 
councils and appointed leaders

 PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS: Creating and conducting performance appraisals that don’t 
waste your time.

 GENERATIONS: Effectively managing the generational divide in the workplace

 STRATEGIC PLANNING:  Organizational strategic planning with the focus on creating 
realistic-achievable goals and objectives.

 EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS: Communicating at another level.  Problem solving skill 
development that embraces different communication styles.

 TEAM DEVELOPMENT: A process, not a workshop, for moving you and your team to the 
next level.  This process is not for everyone.  Starting with the leader, you have to make a 
commitment!

 PERSONALITY PROFILES - DISC: One of the early DISC trainers can take you and your 
team to another level of understanding and communication.

 If you are interested in these and other related workshops, contact:
Lewis G. Bender, PhD
(618) 792-6103
lewbender@aol.com www.lewbender.com
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